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A novel test scheme for in situ measurement of temperature within a single polymer

electrolyte membrane fuel cell (PEMFC) is proposed, which possesses the following

attractive features: measuring interference with the internal environment of the fuel cell is

likely reduced to minimum; simultaneous measurements for local temperatures of both

sides of the fuel cell are conducted with enough numbers of measurement locations; and

the cell temperatures are controlled in relatively careful and stringent strategies. Thermal

and electrical behaviors of the cell tested are investigated, including the local and averaged

temperatures at the back sides of cathode and anode flow field plates (FFPs), the outlet

currents, and their variations with the test time. It is found that both temperatures and

outlet currents exhibit complex dynamic behaviors; and the rise of temperature and the

non-uniformity of temperature distribution of the back sides of the two FFPs are not

negligible.

Copyright ª 2012, Hydrogen Energy Publications, LLC. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights

reserved.
1. Introduction when we research on inherent operational mechanism or
Operating processes inside proton exchange membrane fuel

cells (PEMFCs) are coupled processes of fluid flow, mass

transport, heat transfer, charge transport and electrochemical

kinetics, in which temperature can be considered as

a straightforward indicator, since temperature is tied directly

to almost all major transport phenomena taking place within

PEMFCs. For example, temperatures are correlated closely

with transport factors, such as saturation pressure [1], mole

fractions in the mixture [2], species diffusivities [3], thermo-

osmotic diffusivity [4], location of the gaseliquid interface

[5], latent heat of phase change [6], cell resistance [7], open

circuit voltage (OCV) [8], electrochemical reaction rate [9], and

exchange current density [10]. So, the temperature issue,

known as the thermal management, must not be lost sight of,
(W.-Q. Tao).
2012, Hydrogen Energy P
engineering applications of PEMFCs.

There do exist temperature gradients inside PEMFCs being

operated [11e16], and the temperature distribution under cell

running is one of the most useful information, which can be

used to validate the increasingly complicated numerical

models, to ultimately optimize thedesignor operation of a cell,

and to avoid the occurrence of performance reductions

(degradations) or damage due to heat. In a sense the deep

understanding of temperature distribution characteristics of

a single fuel cell is the basis for a successful thermal manage-

ment of fuel cell stack [17e24]. Dozensof literaturehave grown

up related to the experimental measurement of the tempera-

ture distribution of a single PEMFC since the year of 2003 [25].

Temperature measurement using thermocouples is

commonly conducted by inserting thermocouples or
ublications, LLC. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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micro-thermocouples into different locations within a PEMFC,

such as at the interface of different layers (ribs/channels/gas

diffusion layers (GDLs)/membrane) [11,26e28] and/or between

double sheets of carbon papers or membranes [25,27], and/or

inside or behind the flow field plate (FFP) [12,29e31]. On

account of the fact that thermocouples are commercially

easily available within complete ranges of specifications and

such measurements might bring minimal impacts on overall

performance of a cell, thermocouples are widely adopted in

multiple test schemes of PEMFCs for different aims.

With the aid of those technologies based on micro-electro-

mechanical-systems (MEMS) there are two main types of

micro-sensors adopted in local temperature determinations,

thin film thermistor (TFT) e a patterned thin film gold

thermistor [32] and resistance thermal detector (RTD) [33e41].

Compared with thermocouples, the micro-sensors fabricated

by MEMS-based technologies have obvious advantages of

small size, accurate orientation, high sensitivity, high flexi-

bility and robustness, mass-producibility and relatively

free locations of measuring, so they are especially suitable for

in situ temperature measurement for miniature PEMFCs.

Furthermore, micro thermal sensors can conveniently be

integratedwith other sensors, such as those kinds of humidity

[36,38e40] and voltage [34e36], or can be both as micro flow

and temperature sensors [35]. So combined measurements

can be made with these multi-functional sensors fabricated

with the aid of MEMS.

As a wave length converting technique, infrared thermal

imaging (ITI) can capture thermal radiations from various

parts of an objective body and form a two-dimensional image

[42]. The outstanding advantages of ITI technique are real-

time and ability of giving temperature distribution of the

whole surface, and visualizing hot spots or regions. Thus, ITI

is especially suitable for measuring the external surface of the

end plate. To obtain temperatures inside the cell by ITI, cell

configurations of its cathode [42e48] or anode [49] must be

modified in order to allow infrared light transmitting into

the cell.

In addition, some other unconventional measurements for

temperature are attempted to determine local temperature of

PEMFCs, such as those methods based on tunable diode laser

absorption spectroscopy (TDLAS) [50e53], bandgap (BG)

sensors [54], in-fiber Bragg grating (FBG) sensors [55,56] and

phosphor thermometry [57].

The information obtained from all above-mentioned

measurement methods for local temperatures inside

a PEMFC can enhance, in a certain degree, our understanding

of the complicated process within PEMFCs. However,

regarding the present state of PEMFC inner temperature

measurement and the specific measurement techniques

brieflymentioned above following two basic questions are not

resolved properly, which strongly affect the reliability and

applicability of the measurement results.

1. All invasive methods might disturb the local environment

inside PEMFCs, and due to the specific dimensions of

a PEMFC these local disturbances to the points of interest

are most likely significant, resulting in unpredictable

uncertainties of measured data. In some cases such

disturbances are so strong that even the overall
performance of the tested PEMFC is changed. On the other

hand for the non-invasive method, it always needs to

reform cell structures, with one immediate result is that

normal heat dissipations of cell are changed, causing local

behavior (hence, local temperature) deviating from normal

operations. In addition the temperature distributions

measured by the non-invasive method often are not the

point values; rather, they represent the average tempera-

tures over the paths along which the information is

collected.

2. In the exiting literature there is no uniform and strict

definition about the test states of PEMFCs, including the test

time and the control strategies of the cell temperature,

which vary from test to test. This situation can be wit-

nessed from the following two facts. First, according to

Refs. [58e62], steady state multiplicity in a PEMFC was

evident, where investigations were conducted in an

“idealized” experimental fuel cell - stirred tank reactor

(STR). Their results indicate that, the operating time may

have fairly important effect on the state of the cell tested,

especially when the steady performance is the focus of

study. Second, control strategies of cell temperature with

heating pads (or mats) and circulating water were two

common methods adopted in the published literature.

These two control strategies are featured by non-

uniformity of the controlled temperature field, slow

response and environment-susceptivity, which all will add

up the uncertainty of thermal boundary conditions of the

cell tested, resulting in difficulties of data sharing. Bad-

reproducibility of test data in PEMFCs is a well-known

fact, and the uncertainty in the boundary conditions may

be one of the major reasons.

From the state of the art of the in-cell temperature

measurement, it is the authors’ consideration that the

intractable problem of measuring temperature distributions

of PEMFC should be conducted step by step with the data in

each step having enough accuracy and reliability. To assure

the reliability and accuracy of the measurement results the

first step we can do is to measure the temperature distribu-

tions at the outside surfaces of the bipolar plates of anode and

cathode. In such a measurement the disturbances from the

measuring sensors can be reduced to minimum. On the other

hand, in numerical simulations these two temperature

distributions are often the boundary conditions [63e72],

hence, test data will be very useful to the establishment of an

accurate numerical model. In addition, time duration of the

measurement should also be appropriately recorded so that

the effect of operating time on the measured results can be

shown.

As a preliminary work of the above thoughts, a novel test

scheme for the outside surface temperature of the two bipolar

plates within a single PEMFC is presented in this paper. In the

following presentation, experimental methodology is

described first, including the fuel cell tested, measurement

method, experimental system, measurement procedure and

experimental data reduction. Second, presentation and anal-

yses of the results are conducted with emphases being put on

thermal and electrical behaviors of the cell tested. Finally,

some conclusions are drawn.
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2. Experimental

2.1. Fuel cell tested

A commercially available single PEMFC was tested in this

study, which has six parallel serpentine gas paths with

reaction areas of 50 cm2 approximately. The serpentine

structure of the cathode flow field is presented in Fig. 1,

whose flow channels were machined into a graphite plate

with dimensions of 84 mm � 84 mm � 2 mm. In order to

alleviate longitudinal thermal conduction in the plane,

a relatively thin thickness of 2 mm was adopted for the FFPs.

The depth of the flow channels is 1 mm, and the width of the

channels and ribs both are 1.16 mm (see Fig. 1). Gas channels

both in the cathode side and the anode side are six parallel

serpentine paths with five passes, and gases are fed in partial

counter-flow mode, where oxygen flows into the upper right

and leaves from the bottom left, while hydrogen has the

opposite flow path, as shown by solid or broken lines in Fig. 1.

Besides, for convenience of data processing the numbers

with circle denote the measurement positions of the ther-

mocouples in the anode side along the hydrogen flow path,

while the zones in cathode side are numbered by two-

dimensional coordinate system according to the sensors in

10 � 10 uniform arrangement.

The MEA in the fuel cell consists of Toray 060 acted gas

diffusion layers and an NRE212 film coated with 60%Pt/C,

0.4 mg/cm2 of catalyst loading on each side, forming an active

area of 7 cm � 7 cm. No other special treatments such as hot

press or level up were taken for the membrane electrode

assembly (MEA). The fuel cell was assembled through eight

M6 screws, each with a uniform torque of 2 N m by a resisti-

ve force meter. The two end clampers of the fuel cell were

made of anodized aluminum with dimensions of

12 cm � 12 cm � 2 cm. The two current collector plates with

2 mm in thickness were made of copper coated with gold.
Fig. 1 e The serpentine structure of the cathode flow field

plate (dimensions in mm).
2.2. Measurement method

Our major intention was to measure current density and

temperature distribution of the outside surfaces of the bipolar

plates of anode or cathode. Comparatively speaking, we were

more interested in the current density of the cathode, so

magnetic sensors with more expensive costs were used only

on the cathode side, while cheaper thermocouples were used

on the anode side.

Fig. 2 shows a schematic view of a cross section of the

single PEMFC tested. It consists of seven integral components,

i.e., an anode clamper (AC), an anode current collector (ACC),

an anode flow field plate (AFFP), MEA, a cathode flow field

plate (CFFP), a cathode current collector (CCC), and a cathode

clamper (CC). Fig. 2 also illustrates the cross section structure

of the specially designed test cell for measuring temperature

distributions. In order to measure the temperature distribu-

tions of the back side of the AFFP, 25 holes in total with

diameter of 1.8 mm each were drilled one by one through AC

and ACC, through which thermocouples were inserted. Then,

two ‘O’-rings were set with tight fit in both ends of each

shoulder holes across the clamper. By the two ‘O’-rings ther-

mocouple could be fixed and suspended in holes. Further,

proper amount of heat conduction resin was squeezed

between the thermocouple tips and the AFFP. Thermocouples

in such settings could not only allow for good heat conduction

to the AFFP, but also have fixed measurement locations,

which would enhance the measurement precision and

repeatability.

Thermocouples used in the anode were purchased from

Omega Engineering, Inc., with tolerance class of 1 and preci-

sion of 0.5 �C claimed by manufacturers’ specifications. The

length and diameter of the thermocouplewirewere 6 inch and

1/6 inch respectively. Preliminary calibrationswere conducted

in a thermostat water bath, in order to pick out thermocouples

according to their precisions and stabilities. The thermostat

water bath has a nominal precision of 0.1 �C and nominal

stabilities of 0.01 �C with PID3 technique for controlling

temperature, made in JULABO USA, Inc.(Julabo F26-ME).

Readings of all 64 thermocouples submerged within the bath

have been recorded for half an hour after the stabilization of

the bath at a setting temperature, ranging from 5 �C to 95 �C
with an interval of 5 �C. And then from 64 thermocouples 25

oneswere picked out depending on theirmeans and variances

with time in half an hour. All these selected 25 thermocouples

have stabilities of 0.2 �C. The maxmium thermocouple
Fig. 2 e Schematic cross sections of the single cell.
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conduction error in the measurement of surface temperature

DTp is estimated as:

DTp¼l2d1

l1d2
DTsh¼ 15W=ðm$KÞ�2�10�3m

25W=ðm$KÞ�152:4�10�3m
ð90+C�17+CÞ

¼0:575+C

where l1 and l2 are the thermal conductivity of graphite plate

[73] and the thermocouple wire (SS 304) [74], and d1 and d2 are

the dimension of graphite plate and the thermocouple, DTsh is

the maxmium temperature difference between the environ-

ment and the inner measuring point.

Temperature measurement for the cathode was accom-

plished by a commercial Current Scan Lin (CSL) (Test 50),

acquired from Sþþ Simulation Services, Germany. The test

principle is based on the dependence of the permeability of

a magnetically soft material on the magnetization and the

temperature [75]. As shown in Fig. 2, a special sensor plate

with 3.5mm in thicknesswas inserted between CFFP and CCC.

With gold plated this sensor plate has excellent conductivities

for heat and electron transfer, and has a minimal impact on

the operating of the cell tested. In the sensor plate there are

100 sensor units, each with an area about of 0.5 cm2. Soft

ferrite material within the measuring units is strongly

dependent on local temperature. The nominal accuracy of

temperature measurement is 1 �C, and it takes 2 s to scan all

100 measuring units.

Generally, when the measurement of PEMFC temperature

distribution was conducted, a reference point was often

chosen in an FFP or an end plate on single side (typically

referred to the cathode side). In such a situation, the cell

temperature at one or both sides of the cell was controlled

simultaneously by only a single measured temperature. One

of the major purposes of this study was to investigate

temperature profiles at both sides of a PEMFC, so we used two

thermocouples, each at the center of the end plate in both

sides as the reference point for each side. Thus, heating

regulation of each side was separately conducted by single

own temperature. In the previous studies commonly one or
Fig. 3 e Schematic of experimental test system modified for in

2-Gas regulator, 3-Mass flow controller, 4-Solenoid valve, 5-Che

solenoid valve, 9- Dew point humidifier, 10-Insulation cover).
two heating rodswere used to heat the tested cell, while in the

present experimental study eight heating rods (each with

a power of 30 W) were placed evenly in the end plate. As

a result, heat could transfer to the back side of FFPs homo-

geneously through the end plate with a large thickness of

20 mm, and uniform heat input to the fuel cell tested could be

obtained.

It is important to mention that all sensors in our test

scheme do not interfere with the gas pathway, and that the

modification of cell design and component material is mini-

mized. Further, due to the minuscule heat-conducting area

percentage of the cross sections of the armored thermocou-

ples array to the clamp (about 0.35%), by comparative exper-

iments there was no sensible difference with and without

armored thermocouples array in some general currentevolt-

age polarization behaviors, and the maximum relative devi-

ations of current did not exceed 0.4% at cell temperature of

60 �C, and 1.1% at 40 �C respectively. Hence the disturbances

caused by the measuring sensors are expected to be at the

least degree. The cell temperatures are controlled in relatively

stringent strategies, with the back side temperatures

measured and controlled separately on anode and cathode

side. It took a comparatively long time of operating and

measuring, 6 h in each case, so as to allow investigation on cell

behavior variation with time.
2.3. The experimental system

The whole measurement process was conducted on Arbin

Instrument modified for in situ temperature distribution

measurement. Gas supply, electronic load and determination

are controlled and monitored by a custom-built Arbin’s FCTS.

Arbin’s FCTS is composed of several basic subsystems,

including gas handlingmodule, humidifier module, electronic

load and PC-controlled flow/temperature/pressure module,

cooling water handling module; for more details the website

[76] can be referred. The schematic of the pertinent experi-

mental test system is shown in Fig. 3. The accuracy of several

key parameters of the Arbin Instrument is respectively 0.2 mV
situ temperature distribution measurements (1-Plug valve,

ck valve, 6-Solenoid valve, 7-Gas rotameter, 8-3 Way
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for voltage, 0.01 s l pm for gas flow rate and 1 �C for temper-

ature (T1eT6).

The PEM fuel cell was hung vertically in the air in a testing

chamber, which was an enclosure in order to reduce the

disturbances by the forced air convection in the lab. Four

thermodetectors were placed in the chamber, respectively at

a distance of about 30 cm right ahead of, rear of, upside of and

underside of the test cell, whose average was taken as the

environment air temperature. During the whole test process

this environment temperaturewas kept almost constant, with

a fluctuation about �1.0 �C. So the test environment could be

regarded at a constant temperature.

2.4. Measurement procedure and experimental data
reduction

There are two common modes-potentiostatic (controlled

voltage) and galvanostatic (controlled current) modes [77] to

measure currentevoltage behaviors in the test of fuel cell. One

electrical variable is monitored while the other is controlled in

both modes, which have respective advantages and disad-

vantages, used to different research cases. Constant current

mode is preferable, when quantitative analysis is conducted

directly related to current, while constant voltage mode is

seemingly safe and reliable without our initial knowledge of

the maximum current limitation. Therefore we use the

constant voltage mode, and perform some qualitative anal-

yses. It could not affect main conclusions drawn at the end.

The main steps of the experimental procedure are as follows:

1. Establishment of identical initial state: Gas flow rates, back

pressures and temperatures of both sides of gas lines,

humidifiers and the cell were all monitored carefully under

OCV conditions until all these parameters reached their

pre-specified stable values. This process usually took about

1e2 h. The gas flow rates were kept at constant and the
Table 1 e Experimental operating conditions.

Items Setting values

O2 flow rate (slpm) 0.876 0.798

H2 flow rate (slpm) 1.036 0.845

O2 inlet temperature,

T4 (�C)
60 40

H2 inlet temperature,

T3 (�C)
60 40

O2 humidifier

temperature, T2 (�C)
32.6 15.7

H2 humidifier

temperature, T1 (�C)
60 40

Cathode end plate initial

temperature, T6 (�C)
60 40

Anode end plate initial

temperature, T5 (�C)
60 40

Cathode back pressure,

P4 (psig)

14.70 14.70

Anode back pressure,

P3 (psig)

14.70 14.70

Environment temperature

(�C)
17 � 1 �C
cathode and anode stoichiometries were 4 and 2, respec-

tively at two initial cell temperatures under the current

density of 1 A/cm2. The inlet relative humidities of oxygen

and hydrogen were 25% and 100%, respectively. All other

running conditions can be found in Table 1.

2. Diminishing the effects of loading history: To further

realize reproducible initial conditions the effects of loading

history should be diminished. The tested cell was then kept

at rest for about 1000 s after above operating conditions

were reached. In the meantime, current outputs were

calibrated by shutting CSL after 990 s.

3. Measurement of current density under constant voltage

mode: The cell was loaded under pre-specified voltage

setting from 0.9/0.8/0.7/0.6/0.5/0.4/0.3 V, and each

measurement took 6 h. Sampling intervals for temperature

distributions of the anode and the cathode were 1 and 2 s,

respectively.

4. Temperature data reduction: Under each voltage set there

were more than 25 � 23,600 readings recorded for temper-

ature. The temperature at any instantwithin the test period

could easily be obtained by interpolation using calibration

data from the data recorded.

In total, the cell performance was tested under 14 oper-

ating conditions and the time of all tests lasted up to 112 h

approximately.
3. Results and discussion

3.1. Anode average temperatures versus time

As indicated above, when the fuel cell was operated, under

seven different constant voltages and two different initial

temperature settings, the outputs of the 25 thermocouples at

the back side of the AFFPwere recorded, and the average value

of which at the same moment was taken as the average

temperature of the AFFP. The measured anode temperatures

versus time are plotted in Fig. 4, where solid lines stand for

cases of initial temperature of 60 �C, while dash lines for cases

of 40 �C.
It can be seen from Fig. 4 that as a whole in most cases of

the present output voltage there exists a marked abrupt

change of the anode temperatures in the early stage, and the

lower the preset outlet voltage, the larger the abrupt change,

and the steeper the temperature gradient. This is because

a lower voltage is associatedwith a stronger reaction intensity

leading to a larger heat generation [78]. It is evident that if the

test period is long enough, the anode temperatures can reach

relatively stable values or fluctuate around some relative

stable plateaus (the case of 40 �C/0.3 V). Exceptionally at

voltages of 0.9 V and 0.8 V, anode temperatures maintain just

about those preset initial temperatures of cell in all test time,

due to low heat generation resulted from low outputs of

overall current, meanwhile the heating pads (which were set

in the cell and used to maintain the required initial cell

temperature) may play some roles to keep the required

temperature. When the cell temperatures exceed initial

temperature settings appreciably, heating pads are shut down

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ijhydene.2012.05.028
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Table 2 e The lapse of time for anode temperatures to
reach the relatively stable state (temperature stable time,
TST).

0.7 V 0.6 V 0.5 V 0.4 V 0.3 V

60 �C 3400 s 4600 s 3700 s 2400 s 2000 s

40 �C 2800 s 3500 s 1100 s 3300 s 2800 s

Fig. 5 e Outlet overall currents as functions of test time

under seven outlet voltages at two initial settings of cell

temperatures.

Fig. 4 e Anode average temperatures as functions of test

time under seven outlet voltages at two initial settings of

cell temperatures.
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automatically, and thus the cell temperatures are kept wholly

by heat generated in electrochemical reaction within the cell.

By carefully expecting the curves of temperature versus

time till stabilization, two situations can be identified. As the

first situation, temperature exhibits obviously overshoot

before stabilization. This happens when output overall

currents are moderate, such as voltages of 0.7 V, 0.6 V and

0.5 V under initial temperature of 60 �C, 0.7 V and 0.6 V under

initial temperature of 40 �C. In these cases the anode

temperatures increase sharply, reach some maximums, then

reduce gradually and ultimately keep relatively stable values

for long test time. For the initial temperature of 60 �C, the
moment at which the temperature reaches the maximum is

about 2030 s, 1790 s, and 1760 s for voltages of 0.7 V, 0.6 V and

0.5 V respectively, while under initial temperature of 40 �C
both cases of 0.7 V and 0.6 V have peak temperatures at about

1800 s. Another situation is that temperatures of the anode do

not show distinct overshoot as described above, but reach

stabilization in asymptotic behavior over time. Such cases are

voltages of 0.4 V, 0.3 V under initial temperature of 60 �C and

0.5 V, 0.4 V, 0.3 V under initial temperature of 40 �C.
In summary, substantial changes of anode temperatures

with time can be seen during the onset of the voltage change;

however, anode temperatures can reach relatively stable

values or fluctuate around some relative stable plateaus,

provided that the test period is long enough. Table 2 lists the

time needed for anode temperatures to reach stable state

(temperature stable time, or TST for short), fromwhichwe can

find that the anode TST has the order of magnitude about half

to 1 h, depending on the operating conditions. The time period

within which a fuel cell can reach steady state is often called

thermal time constant [30].

Physically it can be expected that the specific value of TST

depends not only on the cell size but also on the location

where this temperature is referred to. Generally, the larger the

cell size is, the longer the TST is, and the TST of an inner

component is shorter than that of the outside one. For
example, it is reported in the literature that a PEMFC with

a small reaction area and simple flow paths had a thermal

time constant of about 900 s [30], and the temperatures on the

surface of membrane electrode assembly (MEA) also took

about 900 s to become steady [37]. The literature also shows

that temperatures could not be steady within 700 s due to the

liquid water [57]. All these reference results accord with our

observations qualitatively, thus at least in the order of

magnitude our results are reasonable. The time constant of

a high temperature PEMFC was estimated by using lumped-

parameters dynamic equations in Ref. [79], however, the

time constant of a low-temperature PEMFC has not been

investigated systematically. It is, seemingly, first in the liter-

ature to provide such a detail measurement process for the

cell temperature variation.

3.2. Output overall current versus time

Fig. 5 shows the overall current outputs varying with the test

time under seven chosen constant voltages and two initial

temperature sets, separately represented by solid lines and

dash lines. It can be seen that low output of the overall

currents can soon reach stable, while high output may fluc-

tuate to some extent, presenting complex dynamic behavior.

To facilitate the comparison of these current change trends

over time, dimensionless current will be used in the following

discussion, which is defined as the real output current divided

by the average value over the later 5 h. From temperature data

presented above, the cell temperatures are found being above

the initial setting obviously when the cell output voltages are

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ijhydene.2012.05.028
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lower than 0.6 V, and heating pads are cut out automatically.

In these cases the cell is self-heated without any external

sources of heating. So we select cases with output voltage

below 0.6 V for discussion.

Fig. 6 shows dimensionless current densities changing

with time for 1 h just after setting the four different constant

voltages. During the first 20 s or so, outlet currents overshoot

(see the pictures at the right lower part of the figure) are

obviously accompanied by the step change of voltages at 0.3 V,

0.4 V and 0.5 V, while at voltage of 0.6 V outlet currents

increase relatively slowly without any overshoot. Dimen-

sionless current densities of the overshoot are 1.5, 1.4 and 1.1

respectively at voltages of 0.3 V, 0.4 V and 0.5 V under initial

temperature 60 �C, indicating that the more the relative

voltage jump, the more currents overshoot. Dimensionless

current density is close to 1.3 at 0.3 V under 40 �C, showing

that the dimensionless current density under 60 �C is larger

than that under 40 �C at the same voltage jump. The occur-

rence of the first current overshoot can be explained by the

compulsion exerted by external electrical loading caused by

the voltages-jump. The more the voltage jumps, the more

important the compulsion is, hence, the more the overshoot

comes forth. On the other hand, due to a ‘vacuum’ effect

causing by ambient air flowing into the anode side from the

exhaust pipe, some undershoot behavior of outlet currents

always occur [80]. However, there is no-occurrence of under-

shoot in our test (the case at voltage of 0.6 V), and the possible

reasons are as follows: Not air but hydrogen in the exhaust

pipewithmore than 20m long in our test systemflows back to

the anode side; also, stoichiometry ratios used corresponding

to ‘excess’ conditions may suppress the undershoot behav-

iors. After the very short first period the outlet currents vary

with time very complicatedly, exhibiting coupled effects of

charge transport and all other processes such as electro-

chemistry, flow andmass transfer processes. As a whole such

variations exhibit somewhat periodic character. These peri-

odic durations are mainly determined by the time scale of

fluid redistribution. For example, according to [54] water

distribution has time constant of the order of 100 s. As a whole

the current variation characteristics with time for the cases
Fig. 6 e Dimensionless current density as functions of test

time during about 1 h just after voltage jump under four

voltages at two initial settings of cell temperatures.
studied can be summarized as follows. At the initial temper-

ature of 60 �C, currents at 0.3 V and 0.4 V vary with time from

state of “overshoot” to some kind of “oscillation”; while at

0.5 V and 0.6 V, current level decreases gradually to reach the

dimensionless current of 1.0 with much less oscillation

amplitude; At the initial temperature of 40 �C currents at the

four voltages vary from state of “gentleness” to “oscillation”

with time. There is obvious current oscillation at voltages of

0.3 V, 0.4 V, 0.5 V and 0.6 V respectively at time of 1500 s,

3500 s, 4000 s, and 4500 s, before which dimensionless current

keeps 1.0 approximately.

Fig. 7 shows how the dimensionless current densities

changewith time in the latter 5 h. It can be seen that the outlet

currents fluctuate within a certain range for most cases, and

under the same initial temperature, the lower the preset

voltage, the more significant the fluctuation of the outlet

currents. And under the same voltage the higher the initial

temperature is, themore appreciable the fluctuation presents.

For example, at the initial temperature of 60 �C the outlet

current fluctuates between 0.9 and 1.3 at 0.3 V, while it fluc-

tuates between 0.9 and 1.5 at 40 �C under the same voltage.

These outlet current oscillations exhibit some rough periodic

trends, and two obvious cases are those at 0.5 V under 60 �C
with average interval of 650 s to 750 s and those at 0.4 V under

40 �C with average interval of about 550 s. Formation, accu-

mulation, and expulsion of liquid intermittently are supposed

to be the causes of above current behavior. Similar observa-

tions are found in [81] with two differences: firstly, interval

time of fluctuation is shorter in [81], and small reactive area

(5 cm2) tested may be the cause. Secondly, current fluctuation

range is wider at higher voltages in [81], and operation with

hydrogen and oxygen under not fully humidified condition

may explain this. Cell gases fed in our test are fully humid

hydrogen and partially humid oxygen which is one of the

most common operating conditions in the references. Under

our cases, dynamic changes of outlet current with time are

also foundwhen the fuel cell is operated for several hours, still

exhibiting some dynamic behavior such as oscillations.

To further examine above current dynamic behaviors in

detail, Figs. 8 and 9 show enlarged information of the current
Fig. 7 e Dimensionless current density as functions of test

time during the latter 5 h under four voltages at two initial

settings of cell temperatures.
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Fig. 8 e Dimensionless current density as functions of test time during the latter 5 h overlapped with enlarge views during

small durations at four voltages under 60 �C initial temperature: a) 0.6 V; b) 0.5 V; c) 0.4 V; d) 0.3 V.
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oscillation for two different time scales with the red ones

having a larger enlargement ratio corresponding to the right

and top coordinate axes. These current oscillations are clearly

not all the same, which might be attributed to different local

environments according to different outlet voltage and

different cell initial temperature settings. It is speculated that

at the same given macroscopic conditions (i.e., the same

initial temperature and preset voltage) there exists different

local environments inside the PEMFC tested which has six

parallel serpentine gas channels and the reactive area of

50 cm2. In general, the local environment variation may be

imaged as follows. When water is produced more and more,

humidity of the membrane and thus the conductivity of

proton become better and better, so the outlet current

increases gradually (Fig. 8-a/d, Fig. 9-c/d). However, when

water by drainage exceeds that produced in reaction, the

outlet current will decrease (Fig. 8-a/c/d, Fig. 9-a/b/c). Or when

more and more water accumulates inside the cell such that

mass transfer is hindered, the outlet current will also

decrease. If water accumulation ultimately results in flooding,

the outlet current reduces sharply (Fig. 8-b). Meanwhile the

pressure built-up by flooding in gas channels may drive water

away from gas paths suddenly; consequently, the outlet

current will increase steeply (Fig. 8-b/c, Fig. 9-a/b). All the
above gradual changes or sharp variations of the outlet

currents can be found in Figs. 8 and 9. It is interesting to point

out that the current variations with time at 0.3 V under 40 �C
are very similar with those reported in [82].

Fig. 10 shows the relations between the outlet currents and

anode temperatures for two representative cases of 0.5 V,

60�Cand 0.3 V, 40 �C. As expected, due to the thermal inertia

cell temperature increases with outlet current (or vice versa).

There is hysteresis between temperatures and currents: in the

case of 0.5 V, 60 �C (Fig. 10-a) the temperatures lag behind the

currents about 10 s and 100e200 s while currents go higher

and lower, respectively, while in the case of 0.3 V, 40 �C
(Fig. 10-b), these lag times are 100 se200 s when the temper-

atures increase, and 400e500 s when they decrease.

3.3. Polarization behaviors and average temperatures at
different voltages

The cathode averaged temperatures are obtained from 100

sensing cores of soft magnetically material at the cathode

side. The average temperatures of the anode and cathode (Tc,

Ta), overall current densities and outlet voltages are plotted in

Fig. 11. Some general polarization behaviors can be observed

from the figure, where the activation, resistance and
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Fig. 9 e Dimensionless current density as functions of test time during the latter 5 h overlapped with enlarge views during

small durations at four voltages under 40 �C initial temperature: a) 0.6 V; b) 0.5 V; c) 0.4 V; d) 0.3 V.
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concentration polarizations can be distinguished. At a voltage

of 0.3 V the current density reaches about 1.0 A/cm2 and

0.7 A/cm2 for initial temperatures of 60 �C and 40 �C, respec-
tively, and the performance at initial temperature of 60 �C is

better than that of 40 �C. The concentration polarization loss

at initial temperature 60 �C can be clearly observed, caused by

severe flooding resulted by too much water production at

higher current densities. It is reasonable to expect that the

integrated performance of the tested cell could be improved

further, by means of optimization of operation conditions, or

some conventional special treatments for the MEA and GDLs,

but these are beyond the scope of this study.

At low current densities, averaged temperatures of both

the anode and cathode basically remain their initial levels;

however, they increase gradually with current densities from

moderate to high values. The maximum averaged tempera-

tures of the cathode and anode side can reach about 83 �C and

84.2 �C at initial temperature of 60 �C, respectively, being

23e24 �C higher than the initial. While at initial temperature

of 40 �C those maximum values are 69.4 �C and 69.2 �C
respectively with an increase about 29e30 �C. From these

results it may be expected that the global temperature of

a PEMFC may climb significantly under some operation

conditions if no effective techniques are adopted to cool the
cell, then as a result, the fuel cell may operate at conditions

deviating significantly from those expected. In such cases the

polarization curve characterizing overall performance is

formed with rising cell temperature, which undoubtedly

brings uncertainties in the test data. Such a situation will be

more serious for a fuel cell with a lager active area. From

Fig. 11, it is also found that the average temperatures of the

anode and cathode are very close to each other with a differ-

ence of 1e2 �C, which is slightly greater than those findings

about the temperature differences between the two surfaces

of MEA in [26], where coolant channels were utilized.

Attention is now turned to examine the relation of current

densities and temperatures of different cell components.

Following information is collected from existing literature. For

cathode GDL surface temperatures there are logarithmic

relations (i.e., temperature-logarithmic of current density) for

high humid conditions and exponential ones for low humid

conditions [57]; For the membrane temperatures, quadratic

relations (i.e., temperature-quadratic of current density) for

current densities less than 1 A/cm2 and asymptotic relations

for current densities greater 1 A/cm2 [25]; For the cathode

catalyst temperatures, linear relations with different slop at

different gas flow rates are found in [28], while temperatures

of all four interfaces are almost second order polynomial of
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Fig. 10 e Correlations between outlet overall

dimensionless current density and dimensionless

temperature: a) 0.5V/60 �C; b) 0.3V/40 �C.
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the current density can be found in [11]. In our test data it is

found that the temperatures at the back sides of FFPs, both

increases with current densities in somewhat quadratic rela-

tions. From the above observed results it can be seen that
Fig. 11 e Correlations among current densities, voltages

and average temperatures on anode and cathode sides.
temperatures of different cell components may have different

relationshipwith current densities, and are also dependent on

operating conditions.

3.4. Temperature distribution behind the cathode FFP
(CFFP)

Immediately after the cell has operated for 6 h under a chosen

voltage from 0.9 V to 0.3 V, temperature distributions over 100

units on the back side of the CFFP were obtained for the two

initial cell temperatures. These temperature distributions

over space maintained by cell itself are found to be entirely

different under different operation conditions. In what

follows, those temperature profiles under voltages of 0.5 V,

0.4 V and 0.3 V are analyzed. Figs. 12 and 13 present temper-

ature isolines where red numerals are the local highest

temperatures and contour with black numerals stands for the

averaged value of the entire field. In the figures the tempera-

ture difference between two neighboring contours is 1 K, and

black bold lines with arrows indicate oxygen flow paths from

inlet to outlet.

A typical hydrogen PEMFC has relatively high power gener-

ation efficiency, at approximately 50%, which means the

remaining 50% is waste heat [83]. This waste heat must be

transferred through FFPs, current collectors and endplates to

the environment to maintain cell normal operation. Thus,

ensemble temperature distributions of the cell depend on the

processes of electrochemistry, charge transports, heat transfer

between layers and heat dissipation to the surroundings. The

two major factors dominating temperature profiles are heat

generation inside the cell and heat dissipation through the cell

outside surface.The larger theoutletoverall current is, themore

the heat generation is. Under the natural convection cooling

condition the capacity of heat dissipation to the surroundings is

characterized by the temperature difference between the cell

outer surfaces and the surroundings, and the higher the

temperature difference, the more the heat dissipation.

Figs. 12 and 13 show that all the overall temperature levels

increase as outlet voltages decrease, because a decrease in the

outlet voltage is associated with an increase in the current

density hence the average temperature as depicted in Fig. 11.

Apart from this character, following three features may be

noted.

Firstly, contour shapes of the isoline of the field averaged

temperature distributions are similar at the same initial

temperature. At the initial temperature of 60 �C, the areas

surrounded by a specified higher temperature become slightly

larger with the decrease of voltages, whichmeans an increase

in heat generation; while at 40 �C, little change of area sur-

rounded by the average temperature occurs which means the

equivalencies between heat generation and dissipation. From

the temperature fields presented in Figs. 12 and 13, it can be

observed that the temperature gradients at initial tempera-

ture of 40 �C are larger than those of 60 �C, which is an indi-

cation of the competitive relation between heat generation

and heat dissipation.

Another distinctive feature in Figs. 12 and 13 is the non-

uniformity of the temperature distributions, and these non-

uniform temperature distributions often exhibit unequal

trends according to initial temperature values. At initial
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Fig. 12 e Temperature distributions behind the cathode FFP with size of 70 mm 3 70 mm under 60 �C: a) 0.5 V; b) 0.4 V;

c) 0.3 V.
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temperature of 60 �C, regions with local high temperature are

“l”-shaped approximately, while at 40 �C local high temper-

ature regions become “G”-shaped roughly. Such non-uniform

distribution of the local high temperature regions are mainly

attributed to the existence ofmultiple local heat sources/sinks

with different intensities inside a PEMFC, and different

temperature distributions also show different distributions of

heat sources/sinks under different operating conditions.

According to Ref. [13] five heat sources/sinks exist inside

a PEMFC, among which three kinds are dominated, i.e., heat

source by activation loss, half-reactions and Joule effects.

These three heat sources are influenced by many factors.

From the test data obtained in the present study and the

available knowledge about heat sources/sinks within fuel cell

it is hard to convincingly explain why the high temperature

regions at 40 �C and 60 �C exhibit such specific shape.

However, one thing may be quite certain is that where the

local current density is higher theremust exist more heat [45].

Some additional explain to the high temperature regions will

be provided in the following presentation.
The third common feature is that the high temperature

regions are mainly located in the center part of the cell. This

may be explained as follows. In our test the inlet oxygen is

humidified slightly with 25% of relative humidity which

makesmembrane regions near inlet only partially humidified,

resulting in high proton resistance across the membrane.

Thus the local current densities near the inlet are dominated

by proton conduction despite enough supply of the reactive

gas. Along the gas flow path more water retention in the

electrode occurs with the reaction progress, and electro-

osmotic drag plays a significant role. Meanwhile the water

dragged by the protons from the anode to cathode wets the

membrane, as a result, the membrane resistance decreases,

contributing to high local current densities and local

temperatures where the reactive gas is fed sufficiently in the

middle part of gas paths in Figs. 12 and 13. There are some

minor differences between the two initial temperature cases.

The overall gas velocity at initial temperature of 40 �C is lower

than that of 60 �C at the same stoichiometry, resulting in

a weaker drainage ability of liquid water for the case of initial
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Fig. 13 e Temperature distributions behind the cathode FFP with size of 70 mm 3 70 mm under 40 �C: a) 0.5 V; b) 0.4 V;

c) 0.3 V.
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temperature of 40 �C. Thus the point where the membrane is

full humidified at initial temperature of 40 �C is earlier than

that of 60 �C, and this is witnessed by the earlier occurrence of

the high local temperatures along the gas paths in Fig. 12 than

that in Fig. 13. In addition, there exist local high temperatures

on the corner from the second to the third parallel paths in

Fig. 13 while this does not occur in Fig. 12. The corner high

temperature might be caused by flow recirculation or stag-

nation around the corner, which makes a weaker drainage of

liquid water in that local region.

On the repeated occurrence of the locally higher temper-

ature regions along the gas flow paths shown in Figs. 12 and

13, it may be resulted from the dynamic balance between local

membrane humidity and local temperature. It is well-known

that even small variations in temperature have dramatic

effects on saturation vapor pressure due to their exponential

relation [84], so saturation vapor pressure increases rapidly

with temperature elevation, resulting in a rapid water evap-

oration and a decrease in liquid water saturation. Conse-

quently, the membrane resistance becomes larger due to bad

membrane humilities, producing lower local current densities
and lower local temperatures. However, the decrease of local

temperature may lead to an increase of liquid water satura-

tion, making the local membrane being humidified better. As

a result, high local temperature occurs with high local current

densities. Maranzana et al. also concluded that the maximum

current density corresponded probably with the point where

the vapor saturation pressure was reached at the electrode

[30]. The above-mentioned processes may take place cycli-

cally, as long as the reactive gas is plentiful along the gas flow

paths. In Figs. 12 and 13 the number of the full cycles is

operation condition dependent: there are two full cycles at

initial temperature of 60 �C seen from Figs. 12aec, three full

cycles at initial temperature of 40 �C and 0.5 V or 0.4 V in

Figs. 13-a and 13-b, while two full cycles for the case of 40 �C
and 0.3 V in Fig. 13-c.

As indicated earlier the above temperature distributions

are on the back side of CFFP, with measuring points having

a distance 1 mm to gas channels and 2 mm to MEA in the

across-plane direction, thus, the measured temperature

distributions may be approximately regarded as those of gas

channel. Where local current densities are high, liquid water
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trends to occur firstly in the electrode (GDL) and then in the

gas channel, releasing a large amount of condensation heat

with an equivalent order of half-reaction. The occurrence of

liquid may deteriorate the uniformity of temperature distri-

bution [12,43]. Although the place where liquid water appears

in gas channelmight not be the same in the electrode, they are

expected to be close to each other. In our experiments after

each test the fuel cell was detached and water stain regions

were found sporadically in the cathode gas channel, basically

in accordance with the high temperature zones measured in

the test.

Lastly it should be noted that the details of the non-

uniformity of temperature distributions found in our tests

cannot be captured if the number of measuring points is not

large enough.
Fig. 15 e Maximum temperature difference as functions of

current densities both on the cathode and anode side.
3.5. Temperature distribution behind the anode FFP
(AFFP)

Fig. 14 presents temperature variations along serpentine gas

flow paths at the back side of the AFFP. At initial temperature

of 60 �C, the maximum temperature difference ranges from

0.7 �C to 0.9 �C when the voltage are higher than 0.5 V, and the

maximum temperature differences are 1.1 �C, 1.6 �C and 1.7 �C
at 0.5 V, 0.4 V and 0.3 V, respectively. All these maximum

temperature differences do not exceed 2 �C, not so significant

as those in cathode side shown in Fig. 15.

Our measured results are qualitatively agreed well with

those reported in literature for the temperature differences

between different components or within the same compo-

nent. For example, the temperature difference between gas

channels of anode and cathode is about 3e4 �C [54]; At the

cathode side: about 3 �C at moderate currents and 2 �C at high

currents among GDL surface is found in [57]; While at the

anode side: 8 �C of temperature difference exists in the surface

of MEA after 60 s-runnig and 4.5e6 �C during 1800 s-testing

[49], and 4 �C among fivemeasure points on the surface of GDL

[54]; Fuel cells with different operation controls and parts

designs are tested in [47,48], and it is reported that all

temperature differences are around or within 10 �C.
Fig. 14 e Temperature distributions along serpentine gas

channels behind the anode FFP.
4. Conclusions

The temperature fields at the back sides of the cathode and

anode flow field plates of a PEMFC at different preset initial

temperatures and output voltages under natural cooling

conditions were carefully determined and analyzed from the

data obtained in the start-up period and the subsequent

operational time as along as 20 thousands seconds. Following

conclusions can be obtained:

1) Trends of anode temperatures changing with time differ

during voltage jump under different operation conditions:

overshoot behavior occurs at moderate current densities

while asymptotic behavior happens for high current

densities; and the temperature stable time also depends on

operation conditions. Anode temperatures can reach quite

relatively stable values or fluctuate around some relative

stable plateaus, provided that the test period is long

enough, being in the order of several thousand seconds for

the cell tested.

2) Trends of the outlet current changing with time are more

complex during voltage jump, with different dynamic

behavior under different operation conditions. It takes more

than 1500 s for the current to reach relatively stable levels at

low voltage settings, and the outlet currents fluctuate within

a certain range even during the latter 5 h. Furthermore,

variations of the outlet currents with time are dependent on

different internal conditions of cell, with somewhat periodic

character being in common. These periodical trends with

average intervals ranging from 102e103 s, are suggested to be

caused by the repeated formation, accumulation, and

expulsion of liquid water in the cell.

3) There are somehystereses between anode temperatures and

outlet currents, and the temperature lag behind currents due

to the thermal inertia of cell is in the order of 10e103 s. Such

infer can be boldlymade that those temperatures of different

cell components may have different thermal behavior,

correlating with current densities.
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4) A 20 �C rise of the averaged temperatures on both sides of

FFP above the initial temperature settings of the cell was

found in the tested cell, indicating that the conventional

polarization curves are actually obtained under rising

temperature condition.

5) There exists non-uniformity of temperature distributions

at the FFP back sides of both cathode and anode, with the

non-uniformity of the cathode side being much larger than

that of anode side (20 �C vs. 1e2 �C). However, the average

temperatures of two back sides are quite close to each other

with a difference only of 1e2 �C.

From the present test data and quite a few other experi-

mental results for the fuel cell temperature distribution, it is

obvious that much more work should be conducted to quan-

tify and reveal: (1) what is the steady state of a fuel cell

operation; (2) how to describe the thermal boundary condition

of a fuel cell for numerical simulation; (3) how to improve the

data reproducibility of fuel cell measurement, and (4) how to

estimate the uncertainties of fuel cell measurements.
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Nomenclature

l1 Thermal conductivity of the field flow plate, W/mK

l2 Thermal conductivity of the wire of thermocouple,

W/mK

d1 The thickness of the field flow plate, m

d2 The length of the sheath of thermocouple, m

ds1 Time that the temperature lags behind current while

the current goes high, s

ds2 Time that the temperature lags behind current while

the current goes lower, s

Inormal Dimensionless current density

Tnormal Dimensionless temperature

T Temperature, �C
Tc Cathode temperature, �C
Ta Anode temperature, �C
DTmax, c Maximum temperature difference on the cathode

side, �C
DTmax, a Maximum temperature difference on the anode side

[�C]
DTp Maxmium temperature error in the measurement of

surface [�C]
DTsh Maxmium temperature difference between the

environment and the inner measuring point, �C
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